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INTRODUCTION
A study of the losses occurring in creamery operations permits of many
lines of investigation. The loss considered in this work, although possibly
not as scientific as those relative to testing and methods of buttermaking,
is considered because of the constant demand for data, proving the extent of
the shrinkage and market losses. There is no intention of disparagement of
methods now in use by either the manufacturer or the market commission mer-
chant. The problem in general is a study of weight differences, - the orean-
ery amount in comparison with the market amount and the inquiry of separate
factors causing the ordinary discrepancy.
We aooept the arbitrary market system as practical and expeditious, but
to be definite in ascertaining the separate losses it is necessary to select
experimental data sufficient to prove natural or expected losses, irre-
spective of any influenoe of market method. The work can not be limited to
data submitted by the creamery operator for there may be an error occasioned
by his methods and a minor difference in weight may be exaggerated by his
inaocuraoy. The segregate loss is the important feature of this study and
there must be no substitution of one loss for another; for instance, the
loss due to change in composition of the butter is one oause for natural
shrinkage and the consignee employing methods of further reduction is adding
the logical to the unjust loss, thus making accurate conclusions impossible.
The details of the method observed in experiments eliminate irregularities
and make accurate results possible.
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3A combination of the unit losses is popularly called shrinkage by the
creamery operators and commission marchants. It is the reduction in weights
of butter shipments and an important factor of loss which occurs to any
creamery selling butter on the wholesale market. The opinions as to the
extent of this loss are indefinite and diverse, depending upon the exper-
ience and observation of the persons consulted. The creamery operator con-
siders the shrinkage largely due to market weight manipulations, while the
commission buyer ascribes the loss to creamery over-weight, shrinkage
in butter, and difference in estimation of tare. Aside from the ambiguous
conceptions of the loss, the consequence of such shrinkage influencing the
creamery returns is apparent. There is at times sericus dissatisfaction
expressed by the creamery operator selling butter on the wholesale market,
which has encouraged the oreamerymen to solicit and develop a looal butter
trade, thereby forming a means for more profitable disposition of their
product. During the flush season many creameries, having exceptional
local sales, are compelled to ship a part of their product to the wholesale
market. More essential than the above, is the fact that thirty percent
of the creameries in Illinois have very little, or no local market whatever,
and they are therefore forced to rely wholly upon the wholesale market as
an outlet for their product. These factories must neoessarily suffer from
the constant loss due to shrinkage, and the additional losses induced by
incorrect weighing and taring methods as employed. The market method is
not at error in all of its details and, in many cases of discredit, the
greater deviation from aotual weight is the result of methods and apparatus
employed by the consignor.

3The lack of knowledge relative to the shrinkage of butter is the cause
for general misunderstanding among creamery operators. The shrinkage is
naturally included in the total difference between weights made by the con-
signor and consignee. As the creamery operator has no information as to
the extent of such shrinkage, and gives the separate losses no thought, he
considers the difference as a reduoed weight by the commission merchant for
his own profit.
On the one hand, the creamery operator is interested in conducting the
oreamery with such success that he may have an overrun that is a credit
to his ability as a skilled buttemaker. He may be compelled to maintain
a certain percentage overrun prescribed by the manager,and he weighs out the
greatest amount possible, not realizing that the final overrun is determined
from the actual amount of butter paid for. Opposing these faots, the com-
mission merchant sells the butter to an exacting buyer and the business trans-
action thus loses its purely commercial, and aoquires a personal, basis. The
commission merohant is at times the buyer of the butter; that is, he may pur-
chase and place in storage such a line as he oonsiders of a quality suitable
for storing. Whether the merchant is buying for himself, or acting as an
agent, receiving a commission of one-half oent per pound net, the same market
system of weighing and taring is followed throughout.
The commission dealer may not sell an entire shipment to a single buyer.
The demand may be for one tub or fifty tubs, and if a lot is held after the
original weighing at the market, the oonsignee is desirous of having this
weight equal and not overweigh the total weight of the divided lot as it is
made to the buyer. The aocepted tare for small sales made in the market
cellars is 11 pounds per tub. The gross weight of a tub of butter may be
71.5 pounds up-weight and in this oase the buyer pays for 60 pounds net. If

4gross weight is 71 pounds and not a strong up-weight, the commission dealer
oan not seoure the sale if he contends for the 60 pounds net weight. The
position of the dealer is not enviable, for such disputes induce the custom-
er to purchase elsewhere and competition on the market is keen. The con-
signee individually has scarcely any option for improving the system in favor
of the producer for he must make possible the sale of the product he reoeives
and is forced to sell accordingly.
One point which confuses the situation is the varied sales made on the
market and the impossibility to closely correlate the distinct relation of
the methods in aocepting and discharging shipments. The commission merohant
has defensive evidenoe for the system on some shipments ,while on others from
the standpoint of the consignor the weights determined seem unjust.
Harke t Methods and Losses
The general market method is as follows: - The tubs are weighed separate-
ly and the up-weight in full pounds is taken as the gross weight per tub. The
entire lot is totaled in gross, and the tare is then obtained as follows:
One-tenth of the shipment stripped for tub tare is the customary market rule,
but a larger proportion is tared from a large shiprent, and seldom less than
four tubs are tared from the small consignment. The results of tub weights
effect the number of tubs taken for tare, and if four tubs are evenly divided
in weight; that is, if they weigh two and two alike, more tubs are stripped
until a tare weight is established which is the weight of the m&jority of
tubs stripped. As the tare weight is made for each tub the butter is re-
placed and the stripping adds no appreciable defect to the tubs tared.
The lot tare is deducted from the gross up-weight total on the statement
returned to the consignor. This net weight is followed by the price per
pound and marketed return for the shipment, from this amount is taken the

5freight or express charges and the commission of one-half cent per pound of
net weight. This statement does not furnish any details explaining differ-
ence in weights taken by consignor and consignee, although any discrepancy
in tare may be discovered. The consignor may receive data as to the indiv-
idual tub weights, if the commission merohant complies with his request for
such weights, or by cooperation with the Federal Inspector. The difference
in weights of a shipment at the crea ery and at the market is usually termed
shrinkage regardless of factors oausing such a difference. Because of these
losses intermingling there is little or no aptitude on the part of the cream-
ery operator or market dealer for separating and defining the losses. It is
a fact known to dairy students that butter changes in composition or under-
goes shrinkage from the churn to the tubs. This loss or shrinkage increases
and varies with conditions after packing, according to the composition of the
butter, temperature and humidity of the storing room, preparation of the but-
ter tubs, and length of time held before shipping; all of which have a direot
effect. The shrinkage may not be a constant amount, but when a uniform
method is followed there is no reason for the less to vary to a great extent.
The market weight, although not made on extremely sensitive soales, ia
aocurate in gross up-weight of full pounds, and the creamery operator must use
exact methods and soales if he overcomes the weight difficulties and reduoes
the market loss by systematic paoking. All the scales used on the market
are of similar type, and the one of notioeaMe aceuraoy used in weighing one
experimental shipment, was a new Howe soale that broke from the lower guide
to a strong up-weight, with a half pound reduction on the beam. Inaccurate
creamery scales are often the cause for overweight, and this, with shrinkage
and fractional pound losses, serves to emphasize the actual difference in the
Illinois Bulletin No. 137 - p 3a4.

6shipment weights. If the weight is taken at the tine of shipping, the great-
er part cf the shrinkage loss is obviated from the losses oocurrent from that
time. The packed weight corresponds to the excess cf the shipping weight,
and as the shipment undergoes shrinkage in transit the market amount is
thereby reduced.
Another factor creating difference in weight is the mode of weighing at
the market. A strong up-weight is required by the commission dealer and also
by the buyer who purchases the product. Strictly speaking, this is a reduced
weight depending upon the sensitiveness of the scales, but the balanoe weight'
is reduced by no significant amount in order to yield an up-weight when ac-
curate scales are used. This difference in weights as taken can be adjusted
by the consignor and if he conforms to the regular market method of weighing
and uses exact scales, should not lead to dissatisfaction. In accordance
with the experimental results and added to the other losses it oan not be
disregarded for this loss may combine with shrinkage to oause a large frac-
tional pound loss.
The most important loss to the consignor is made on the market by the dis
regard of all fractional pounds in excess of the gross individual full pound
weight. This loss varies from the smallest portion of a pound to an amount
slightly less than a pound per tub and reduces the shipment weight appreciably
The market method at this stage can not but operate with imposition upon the
consignor, and, since the market rules are similarly observed by all, he is
rendered powerless.
The remaining feature of the market weighing is the taring method which
may or may not decrease the correct net amount. The excessive tare weight
reduces the net weight, and the minimized tare gives a net v;eight increased
for the advantage of the producer. The tare of a shipment , alt hough determin-

ed 'by simple rules and appearing to operate with accuracy, may be varied and
work with impunity to the consignor. The selection of tubs weighed for tare
effects its amount. Aside from this, any ohange in the weight of the tub
from time of packing effects the tare, and is direct cause for variation in
the amount of tare as established, first by the consignor and later as determin-
ed "by the consignee. Any data which prove gain or loss in amount of actual
tare is valuable and results in developing positive information ccncerning a
question novr lacking in authoritative evidence.
In conclusion , the general description of separate losses and methods
which seem too minute for consideration, constitute, actually, an important
problem, since it deals with the produoers who are selling their butter at
wholesale market price, while the producers having a local demand for their
product receive a higher price and suffer no such loss as confronts the
restricted operator.
The object of this work was to secure data giving information relating
to the various losses, the fundamental study of which was made by taking
weights and records at the market which should show the total difference of
weights existing between the records of consignor and consignee. Such data
did not furnish the separate losses, however, and were supplemented by oreamery
weights taken by the operators at the respective factories and compared with
market weights taken by the Federal Butter Inspector, the commission merchant,
and the writer.
The shipments made for direct sale on the market, with data taken at the
University creamery and at the market are suggestive of actual conditions,
and demonstrate some of the separate, and all of the aggregate, losses expe-
rienced by the creamery operator selling his produot upon the wholesale market.
These records gave partial results of the several losses but to obtain ac-

ourate shrinkage losses and storage data the thorough experiment was carried
on with the product from the University creamery. The experimental storage
churnings were made simllai to the ones from which the butter was sold direct-
ly on the market and complete records were kept of all the methods employed.
Method of Taring Tubs in the University Creamery

9Table 1 - Showing Creamery Weight and Market weight
Gross
Creamery
76
75
74
75
75
75
76
77
75
76
75
75
76
75
75
75
75
76
Total Gross
Total Tare
Net
Gross
Liarket
75
74
72
75
74
74
74
75
74
75
74
74
75
74
74
74
74
74
Gross
Creamery
76
75
75
74
76
76
74
74
73
74
75
76
75
74
75
74
76
3639.00
385.00
2344.00
Gross
ilarket
75
74
74
73
75
74
73
74
73
73
75
75
74
73
74
73
75
Differ-
ence
3591.00
430.00
3171.00
38.0
35.0
73.0
Gross creamery weight exceeds the market gross - 1.44 percent
Liarket tare exoeeds the creamery tare 9.09 percent
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Table 1 illustrates the difference in the weights as the tubs are
weighed at the oreamery and again at the market. The weights at the market
were taken by the Federal Inspector and the writer. The market weight is an
up-weight but not always a strong up-weight, however, according to the mar-
ket system, it is representative of the market buying gross weight.
The difference in the total gross weight at the oreamery and the market
is 38 pounds, or a shrinkage and under-weight of 1.44 peroent of the total
gross weight when shipped. One factor causing under-weight in such a com-
parison is a balance weight made at the first weighing and the market up-
weight used as the basis in the market weighing. Further reduction in the
shipment, aside from gross weights, is caused by the difference in the two
taring amounts. The consignor considered the average tub tare as 11 pounds
at the creamery, resulting in a total tare of 385 pounds. Five tubs were
weighed at the market with the following results: - four tubs as stripped
weighed 13 pounds each, and the fifth weighed 11.5 pounds, giving as an
average 11.9. The market tare as taken wa3 13 pounds, resulting in a total
tare for this consignment of 430 pounds, which exoeeds the oreamery tare 9.09
percent. The usual market method in taring is to strip one-tenth of the
shipment and weigh the tubs. In this case the market tub tare was one
pound greater per tub than the oreamery tub tare, and hence the market net
weight is reduced that amount per tub.
From such data the result is evident. The consignor is dissatisfied
oftentimes when the mistakes originate with his own methods. He should know
the market conditions and be acourate in his weighing and honest throughout
his business transactions. The oreamery operator expeoted payment for 3344
pounds of butter. The commission merchant paid for 3171 pounds , or 73 pounds
less then the oreamery operator consigned. This is a reduotion of 3.77 per-
cent of the sross weight shipped, and equivalent to a discrepancy of 3.08
pounds per tub. The case may be considered extreme, nevertheless, others
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are similar as will appear in the subsequent reoords. The losses inter-
mingle and can not be secured separately from such records
,
causing a general
misunderstanding as to their extent and actuality, when such details only
arw in the hands of the consignor.
Table 2 - Showing Creamery and Commission Buyer Weights
Covering a Seasonal Period
Number Ave. Total Gross Net Wt. Di ffer- Total
of tub tub wt. of of ence in enoe in differ-
\j l A. u o t. HI*A shipment shipment Irn «? 9 ^rt
.
tare ence
<i une xo
Cr'y irt. 83 11 253 1734 1471
Market wt. 33 13 Ct 1 o 1698 1433 GO 33 49
Cr'y wt. 35 11 275 1886 1611
ivLrt.ii.ril/ Wvi 25 13 1854 1554 32O Cj CO 57
o uxy t
Cr'y wt. 35 11 385 3629 3344
35 12 3591 3171 o 73
Tnl v 11
Iv r y W j • 36 11 286 1939 1653
Market wt. 26 11.7 304 1918 1614 31 13 39
o jxy xo
30 11 330 3346 1916
Market wt. 30 11.5 345 3331 1876 35 15 40
tf ujL.y
Cr'y wt
•
18 11 198 1336 1138
Market wt. 1 n18 11 R 207 1314 1107 32 9 31
Aug. 1
Cr'y wt. 21 11 231 1558 1337
Market wt. 21 11 231 1539 1308 19 19
Cr 'y
total 178 11 1958 13318 11360
Market
t otal 178 11.6*? 3083 13135 11053
Total 183 135 308
Difference in gross weight - 1 .37 percent
Tare inoreased -
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Table 3 is the tabulated results of six shipments other than the one
given -with individual tub weights in Table 1, The differenoe in weighing
is consistently greater than the taring differenoe, but on a percentage
basis the taring diversity is much greater. The weighing difference is en-
larged by shrinkage, and it is 1.37 percent of the total gross weight of the
shipment, or 1.03 pounds per tub. The total taring weight at the market
is 6.38 percent greater than the tare as determined at the creamery. In but
one shipment, that of August 1st, were the creamery and market weights iden-
tical in tare and at all other times the variation was one-half to one pound
per tub. These data appear to give some proof that the tubs gain in weight
from the time of packing until they reach the market, however, such is not
the oase with the shipments made from the University oreamery. The gain or
loss in tub weight depends upon the method employed in the preparation of the
tub for packing, the condition and composition of the butter packed, and in
the general conditions for storing the butter before a shipment in made.
The results show the extent of the losses, which from the shipper's
point of view, seems unjust. The commission dealer often asserts that the
consignor makes over-weight of butter and under-weight of tubs at the oream-
ery, while he also attributes some loss to shrinkage. The differences are
thus so great that some adjustment must be sought. The weighing differences,
if the weights are taken accurately, are understood when the experiments are
studied. The factors oausing this differenoe are the natural shrinkage,
market up-weight, and the fractional pound losses. The average loss per tub
as weighed was 1.03 pounds, and as is shown in Table 3, without an up-weight
loss, the sum of the other losses exceeds the average tub losses on the seven
consignments. The weighing difference is not unusually large and the oream-
ery operator having a knowledge of market methods will realize the possibil-
ities for such a variation.

For several reasons, the taring results can net be classed as normal. It
would seer, impossible that the tubs should gain 135 pounds in weight from
the time of packing. The net weight at the creamery when reduced to the
tub average proves that some of the consignments were sixty-four pound tubs
Such tubs, soaked from twelve to fourteen hours, weigh, in the majority of
trials, eleven and one-half pounds as packed. These facts indicate that
the tubs were under-weighed at the creamery and that therefore the taring
done by the writer was comparable to the usual market method.
Showing Loss in V'eight Tare per Tub and Difference in Tare
of Shipments in the Previous Table (2)
Difference
in weight
per tub
Difference
in taring
per tub
June 13 1.13 1.0
June 30 1.28 1.0
July 4 1.08 1.0
July 11 0.81 0.7
July 18 0.83 0.5
July 25 1.22 0.5
August 1 0.90 0.0
The above data represents the difference on the seven shipments be-
tween consignor and oonsignee, and is given in pounds per tub for eaoh con-
signment. The difference in weights taken on the shipment of June 30
shows the largest loss, of 3.38 pounds per tub. The prioe of extras at
that time was 37 oents and the shrinkage in value at that price was $15.39.
The diminutive loss of the record occurred with the shipment of August 1st,
and, considering the same butter price for both losses, the value of the
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loss amounted to only $5.13. The loss for an entire season is enormous.
When the difference exists to this extent, however, the taring weights at
the creanery are not correct. The loss is exaggerated and improvement may
consequently be made at that point.
The following picture shows the method of taring tubs in a Chicago
market butter cellar. The four tubs at the right with the one on the scales
represent the ones tared from a consignment of fifty tubs.
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Table 3 - Shipment Weighed at the Market August 30, 1910
Tub
number
1
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
13
14
15
16
17
18
Creamery
weight
73.00
74.00
74.00
73.00
74.75
73.75
74.35
73.75
73.75
73.00
75.00
74.00
74.50
74.50
73.50
74.75
75.00
75.00
Market
weight
73.75
73.50
73.75
73.75
74.50
71.75
73.75
73.50
73.00
73.50
74.50
73.50
73.75
73.75
73.50
74.50
74.00
74.50
Market Selling
weight
74.00
73.00
73.00
73.00
74.00
71.00
73.00
73.00
73.00
7^.00
74.00
73.00
73.00
73.00
73.00
74.00
74.00
74.00
Total
Shrinkage
Fractional
pound loss
1333.75
.75^
.75%
1333.75
Pounds per tub
Pounds per tub
1313.00
.55
.54
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Table 4 - Shipment weighed at the Market August 26, 1910
C hum Tub Creamery
number nurber we i g ht
1 1 73-120Z.
2 74
3 73
4 73-10
5 75
6 73-14
7 73-12
2 8 73-10
9 72-11
10 72-11
11 72-6
3 12 73-13
13 72-7
14 73-6
15 73-14
16 73-12
4 17 73-9
18 73-14
19 74-7
20 73-13
5 21 74-12
22 72-13
33 72-12
24 73-12
25 74-14
6 26 72-10
27 74-14
28 73
29 74-2
7 30 73-1
31 74
32 73-1
33 73-13
Market Market Selling
weight Weight
73-4oz. 73
73-11 73
72-8 72
73-5 73
74- 10 74
73-3 73
73-4 73
73-5 73
72-7 72
72-7 72
71-13 71
72.15 73
71-15 71
73- 1 73
73-8 73
73-2 73
73 73
73-3 73
73-15 73
73-6 73
74-3 74
73-2 73
73-8 73
73-8 73
74- 1 74
73-6 73
74- 9 74
73-13 72
73-8 73
72-10 72
73-7 73
72- 8 72
73-2 73
Total 3438-13
Shrinkage .64^
Fractional pound loss .58/*>
3413-3
Pounds per tub
Pounds per tub
3399
.47
.43
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1 a. i ) ± *3 O • «i u u Ho AJ.C11 u 19 1Q10lO j A t U
Tub Creamery Market iiarket selling
number weight weight weight
A 7p nnrui UU 7 P. PS 7? nn
oa 79 no 7 9 PS 79 nn1 » u u
oO 79 nnI o « uu 79 sn 79 nn10% uu
At 79 nn 79 PS 79 nnf . u u
O 79 nn 79 7 S 79 nn1 . u u
u 7p nn 7p. sn 7a nnfa« UU
7f 74. nnf *x . UU 7 4- PS 74. nnf "r • UU
79 nn 79 nni o . uu 7P nn1 a % uu
q 79 nn 79 s n 7q nn/ • uu
i nA U 7p nnlOi UU 71 7S/ A . » 7 1 nnfit uu
1
1
1
X
7 ?. nn# u • UU 7? nn 79 n nf u • uu
1 pAO 7i nn» A • UU 71 nnl A . UU 71 nnf A . uu
1 9A o 7? nn 7? PS 7p nn1 O . uu
A* 74. nnf *± • UU 74. P S 74. nnf t . UU
1 SA O 7p nn 7? 9 S 7 ? nnf <j • uu
1 ftA D 7p nn 7>" PS> 7 ^ nn
1 7A i 74. nnf • U U 74. PS 74. nn
1 ftA 7p nni a» uu 7^ nn 7p nn1 ij » uu
1 Q 79 nn# O • UU 79 nni «5 . U U 7 p nnf . UU
?n 79 nn 79 nnI o . u u 79 nn1 . uu
PIOA 79 nn* o • u u 72 7S 7p nn1 O . uu
pp 7p nn
» O • UU 7>> PSrOiOU 7? nn
P9 7*5 nn( O • UU 7? s
n
7P nnf A . uu
P4. 79 nn/ O • UU 79 nnlot UU 79 nn
P S 79 nn 79 nn/ O . UU 79 nn1 O . U U
P ft 7? nn 71 7Si A . f O 7 1 nn'It uu
P.7 79 nof o . u u 79 nnf o . u u 79 nnMi UU
P. ft 79 nn
< O • UU 7 9 nn* o • uu 79 nnf O . uu
O Q 7p. nn i? nn# t> . uu 7x nn1 ut . uu
30 73.00 73.50 73.00
6 A ft • Uu 70 nn. UU
Total 3354.00 3257. 75 3349.00
Fractional
pound loss .38$ Pounds per tub .38
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O O 11 X L11UI3 11 u J* (5 X UU VX C*. Sftntpnhflr 17 in 10
Tub Creamery Market Market selling
number weight weight weight
X nn1 O » UU 7P 7^ 72 no
a 7 9 no1 . uu 7 7*S 72 no
QO 74. nn 79 7^* O % f ci 73 00
79 nnf O • u u 79 nn1 « uu 79 on
79 nn 7 P. 7 ci 72. no
D 7 2 nn/ . uu 7 p. nnI w . uu 72 » 00
17
f
7*? nn 71 7^ 71 no
74. nn1*1 UU 79 2S 73 no( • uu
Q 72 nn 7 p. on 72 00( U 1 U u
i nx u 79 nn 7^ no 73 00
1 X 79 nn1O1 uu 7^ P.Sr » O <J 73 00
19XO 79 nnIdl UU 7^ 79 no
1 9xo 7p. nn 72 no 72 - 00
X^t 7 p. nn/ . uu 71 7 ci 71 on1 X . u u
1 <^XO 72 nn1 . u u 7 P. P.^i1 « u 72 noI0IVV
XO 72 nni CJ « u u 71 P. 1! 7 1 nnIX. uu
1 7X f 79 nnf • u u 7P. 7S 7 j. nn
l axo 79 nn1 . uu 79 nn/ « uu 79 nnt . u u
xy 7 j. n n 7p nn/ . uu 7?. nn1 CJ . uu
pn 7?. nn(Of vU 71 7R 71 nn1 X . u u
a X 79 nn/ • uu 79 nnf « u u 79 nnf . uu
P? 7 9 nnto* uu 79 nof • u u 79 nn1 . u u
?9 79 nn
» • uu 7?. s nr &> « u u 72 nn1 . uu
P.4 74. nnf * u u 74 no 74 nnix« UU
P^ 79 nnf • u u 7 P. 7<i 72 nn1 u « u u
PA 7P nn
r » uu 71 7S1 X » 10 71 nnr X . UU
?7 7 a nn 7 P. P. S 7 p. nn1 . u u
PR 7i nn1 X • u u 711 X iuU 71 nnr X * UU
OS 79 nn1 • uu 79 nn1 O • uu 79 nn1 • u u
30 73.00 73.75 72.00
QlOX 7 5 nn 7? nnlui UU 7 .> on1 .j % Uu
Total 3253.00 2349.50 3338.00
Fractional
pound loss .51$ Pounds per tub .37
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Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the difference in shipment weights, secured
by the Federal Inspector in cooperation with the creamery operator, making
the shipments. One shipment of 40 tubs, not reported in full, was weighed
one-half pound less than the balance weight and at the market was SO pounds
short of the total creamery packed weight.
The operator wished to decrease the shrinkage and paraffined the tubs
used in the shipment of Table 3. Nevertheless, as the totalsshow, this
did not improve matters. When packed, the tubs weighed 10-3/4 pounds and
tared 11 pounds. Throughout the four shipments this inorease was consistent
and, in part may have been due to cloth circle with salt if tared with tub
at the market. Aooording to the data, the tubs gained one-fourth pound
from the butter after packing and the one-half pound allowed over balance
weight did not suffice for the shrinkage and the market up-weight, so the
creamery weight did not hold out in the first two shipments recorded. It
is important to remember that the fractional pounds are eliminated from the
gross weight in these records before the actual market weight is established.
This is given as gross market buying weight and in difference with the market
weight furnishes the fractional pound loss of the shipment.
The one-half pound removed from the balanoe weight is sufficient with
any good scale to change the balance to an up-weight. The weights may there-
fore be considered up-weights and the difference between creamery and market
weights is natural shrinkage. It amounts to .75 peroent for the first reoord,
«
or
.55 of a pound per tub.
The loss due to disregard of fractional pounds amounts to 9.75 pounds
on the 18 tubs and is equivalent to .73 peroent less in selling weight than
the accurate market up-weight, or .54 of a pound per tub additional to the
shrinkage loss.
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The data in Table 4 may be compared in the same way as the one before,
and if we consider the first two columns as up-weights the shrinkage amounts
to .64 percent, or .44 pounds per tub. The fractional pound loss is .58
percent less than the market up-weight and equal to ,43 pounds per tub. The
two losses are less in amount than those of Table 1., being 1.48 percent
against 1.33 percent in the shipment just desoribed.
Table 5 does not furnish data making it possible to oomprehend shrinkage.
Although the fractional pounds were not taken by the oreamery operator, the
results are interesting. The creamery weight is le3s than the market weight,
with a market selling weight of .38 percent less than the accurate market
weight - this is only .38 pounds per tub. This fractional pound loss is re-
duced by packing a controlled weight of butter to off-set the shrinkage and
up-weight. If this is not done at the factory, a sufficient over -weight
must be packed to insure the market up-weight without a large fractional
pound loss. To satisfy the market up-weight the creamery operator packed
one-half pound over balance weight, and, in addition to this, paoked an ex-
cess amount, or too small a fraction over even pounds, as is given in oream-
ery weights in the first two tables. In this shipment, the consignor's
method was improved and this is shown by the low fractional pound loss.
In Table 6, the individual weights are heavier per tub and show a
shrinkage but because of the irregularity of method with no fractional pounds
taken, the shrinkage loss is not accurately shown. The shipment previous
to this was short of the market weight and this, the next shipment, was in
exoess but the system of weighing may have been ohanged, s ince the fractional
pound loss is .51 peroent less than the market weight and equivalent to
.37 of a pound per tub. This is a relatively small loss and its

extent is dependent upon the shrinkage and kind of weight taken. For in-
stance, if the tub packed weighs 73 pounds balance and the shrinkage is one-
half pound, the up-weight taken at the market requires one-fourth of a
pound, the fractional pound loss is minimized; but, if the losses exceed
the amounts stated and the market weight comes just below the 73 pounds at
market, the consignor loses almost the entire pound as fractional weight
loss. By the difference of the losses and by the influence of factors
varying with conditions, a problem is suggested, the import of which should
be understood by every creamery operator.
It is impossible to seoure all the losses from such reoords as the four
given and secured on the market, but in these records, the fractional pound
loss is absolute and will be considered further in other tables.
The butter in these shipments continued to be "leaky" even after the
season for slushy butter was over. This is a physical characteristic of
poor workmanship.
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Tables 7 and 8 are compiled from exact data on 35 tubs of butter made
in the University creamery June, 1910, and shipped on the Chicago market with
the weights taken at stated times, to show specific losses. The tubs from
1 to 16 inclusive were filled with hot water and one hour later they were
filled with cold water and held for 13 hours. Tubs 17 to 35 were steamed,
filled with hot and then with cold water; the entire tub-soaking period lasting
only one hour. The 18 tubs that were soaked 14 hours lest 3.3E pounds from pack-
ing until they reached the market and the seven tubs that were soaked one
hour gained .35 of one pound in weight. The difference in method of tub
soaking may oause the increase in tub weight. The butter loses moisture,
making the insufficiently soaked tub gain in weight and the shrinkage would
be increased from this loss in butter weight; in addition to this the tub
gain would also oause a taring discrepancy.
The first table of this shipping experiment gives gross weights, showing
by difference the actual losses. The weight at packing is a balance weight,
as well as the one at shipping from the creamery and the difference in these
weights expresses the shrinkage of the gross shipment from time of paoking
until the butter was shipped. The shrinkage as shown by this data for the
period is .46 pounds per tub, or .63 percent of gross packed weight.
The losses are more clearly understood if they are separated. The
shrinkage has been referred to and in general expresses entire difference
but it may be divided and the amount of partial losses occasioned can only
be determined by so doing. The market up-weight tends to increase the
shrinkage that is derived from balance weights and the one market determina-
tion gives the two factors in one combined loss. The natural shrinkage is
increased by up-weights at the market and more important yet, the weight of
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butter in fractional pounds in excess of that required for the market up-
weight is a loss to the consignor.
The selling weight of the table under "Market Data" is reduced by all
the factors of the above mentioned loss and is less than the gross up-weight
shipped, which was made at the creamery in order to see if the weight would
check with the gross market system weight. The market system weight, as
the term implies, is made according to the commission buyers rules which he
considers imperative to the success of his business. The market buyer, or
commission agent as the case may be, designates this as the selling weight.
In reality, it is the up-weight of whole pounds and from this the buyer de-
ducts tub tare, thereby securing net weight of butter to buy or sell.
The tub tare will be discussed later, but it appears in this data as
an average of 11 pounds, with a total 4.5 pounds less than the original
weight of the tubs and 3.5 pounds less than the aotual weight at the market.
The tars adjusted as it is in this experiment being less than the actual tub
weight la in favor of the consignor. The last column of the table gives
the net weight of butter bought and sold by the commission dealer considering
11 pounds as average tub tare.
The gross up-weight shipped was taken as a trial to cheok with the
selling weight at market. The weights of the individual tuba do not inolude
any fractional pounds and they are reduced by the up-weight method and the
shrinkage previous to shipment. These factors decrease the gross up-weight
3.05 percent of the net butter paoked. This loss was expected and it proved
to be three pounds in exoess of the market net weight of butter paid for.
The shrinkage previous to shipment is .63 peroent , leaving 1.43 percent due
to the elimination of partial pounds and the up-weight method. The portion

of the reduction due to the up-weight was not determined separately in this
oase. This factor depends largely upon the scales and those used in the
experiment were aocurate and as sensitive as the market scales.
The right section of the table represents the market data as colleoted
by the commission merchant and the federal Inspector. The full gross, -
gross selling weight of Table 7, and the full net and tub tare weights of
Table 8 were taken by them. The full gross of the market shows a 1.41 percent
loss, whioh, considering the gross paoked weight as the basis is equivalent
to 1.04 pounds per tub. The loss from time of shipping until the market
was reached is .79 percent, but this is due not entirely to shrinkage of
butter since the full market gross is an up-weight for all the tubs; further-
more, the tubs, apart from the product contained, have lost in weight and
this loss can not be attributed to butter shrinkage.
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Table 8 gives the net weights of butter as determined in the market
experiment and illustrates the specific losses not derived from the gross
weight reoord. A superficial study of net balance shipped and full net
at the market gives an idea of irregularity, but in consideration of the
maiket methods and other faotors of influence, the weights are consistent
t hroughout.
The actual shrinkage loss while the butter was in the creamery storage
from 1-3 days, amounted to .74 oercent. This los3 is derived by assum-
ing the weight of tubs at packing as the tare , but sinoe the total tare de-
creased 3 pounds from time of packing until reaohing the market, the net
shipping weight is increased one-half of the total tub decrease and the
initial shrinkage or that from packing to shipping was .67 peroent. This
amount is distinot shrinkage of butter on the entire lot of 35 tubs from
paoking to shipping and represents .43 pounds shrinkage per tub.
The loss in weight due to shrinkage during transit and also to the
market requirement of up-weight is shown by difference in totals of net bal-
ance weight shipped and full net up-weight at the market. This is .87
percent of the net. shipment, and, representing two factors of loss it is
greater than the original shrinkage loss. The full net up-weight at the
market is important because of its accuraoy and its signifioanoe with other
losses. The total loss from time of paoking and inoluding shrinkage and
loss by up-weight method of full net, is 1.55 percent, a serious loss whioh
is further increased by other market conditions yet to be considered.
The net selling weight on the market is computed by taring the ship-
ment
,
by the market method, and subtracting this tare from the gross up-
weight of individual tubs with fractional pounds eliminated. To determine
the fractional pound loss it is necessary to study the full gross on the
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market and the gross selling weight at the market as given in Table 7, The
difference of 13 pounds represents the fractional pound loss which is a
greater loss than caused hy any other on* faotor. The loss is direot and
there is no feature of the market transaction which reduoes it. In amount
it is .83 percent of the net packed weight of butter and .85 percent of the
net up-weight at the market. This loss may vary widely, as determined on
shipments of Tables 4, 5 and 6. It is less per tub than as shown in this
market experiment. The fractional pound loss is difficult to control as it
may be enlarged or reduced by the shrinkaKe and the up-weight as required.
If the consignor wishes to conform to market methods, he may make an up-
weight at packing; aocording to such procedure , one factor whioh oreates a
difference is dispensed with. The shrinkage being uniform, he may paok the
tubs to allow for this and reduce the fractional pound loss. A point that
must be recognized, then, is a margin of over-weight to insure the strong up-
weight in whole pounds at the market and reduoing the loss to a minimum amount.
The data of tub tare given in the table compares the actual weight of
the separate tubs with the lot average as determined by the market method.
The difference of 3.5 pounds is in favor of the consignor. This shows
that, the more reduoed the tub tare, by market method, the greater net returns
for the creamery. The average tare varies from the aotual and may result
in gain or loss to the oonsignor. The tubs do not remain at oonstant weight
after packing, but when given a thorough soaking and packed with butter of
average composition, will not gain in weight.
In determining tare on the market 10 percent of the shipment and not
less than four tubs are generally weighed with the butter removed. The pre-
vailing individual tub weight, thus determined, is considered average tare
for the shipment and the lot tare is derived accordingly. The amount of
I
tare varies with the selection of tubs. The greatest variation in weight of
individual tubs on this market shipment was 1.5 pounds at the market. Market
commission merchants have been questioned as to the .justioe of the taring
method and some of them realize the latitude of variation and consider that
it is an erroneous practice.
Table 9 proves that the market taring system allows great error and shows
the market tare influenced by the selection of tubs. Each four tubs are
taken consecutively and the last two amounts are derived by selecting the
four heaviest and four lightest tubs. The tubs on the market are taken in-
discriminately but, should the seleotion be made of the designated tubs with
the heavy tare, the butter net would be 13.75 pounds under-weight and the
other extreme of tub seleotion would result in over-weight of 13.15 pounds.
This divergence inplies that if the method operated with equality to
the satisfaction of the commission dealer and market buyer, then the same
system of give and take method might be employed in weighing the individual
tubs for market gross weight and not require the consignor to lose three-
fourths of a pound if the weight is that amount in excess of the whole pounds
as regularly taken. These two points of the market system are irregular and,
commercially considered, they should receive the attention of the market deal-
er.
A summary of the losses on the lot of 35 tubs gives the following results.
The loss on gross weight of the shipment as denoted by market selling weight
was 3.13 percent. The average gross weight at packing was 73,53 and the
average selling weight was 71.96 pounds. The 3.13 percent loss is equivalent to
1.56 pounds per tub. In general,the creamery operator can best understand
the losses when given on gross weights sinoe the statement from the commission
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dealer is given in such terns.
It is essential that the losses are referred to the butter separately
from the taring problem, and the results of loss on net butter packed have
the same relation to the oreamery returns as any other factor creating loss
and decrease in overrun.
The shrinkage of butter weight is .67 percent before the butter was
shipped from the oreamery. The average amount packed was 63.34 pounds and
the shrinkage .43 of a pound reduced the average to 61.91 pounds. The next
loss combining the transit shrinkage and reduction caused by up-weight at the
market equals .87 percent of net butter shipped. The net weight shipped
for this result is increased by one-half the difference in tare at packing and
at the market, consequently, the loss is made to agree with the conditions.
This loss is .54 pounds of the average shipped weight and the final average
net weight is 61.? 7 pounds. Total loss in butter of .96 of a pound per tub,
not including the reduction by elimination of fractional pounds.
The fractional pound loss on the ^ross weight was 13 pounds, a loss
which is comparable to any other market reduction of weight in amount. It
is .84 percent of the net butter at the market and represents .53 of a pound
reduction. The compiled loss is 1.49 pounds per tub and 3.38 per-
cent. This loss reduces the creamery overrun from 30.7 percent (figuring
83 percent fat and one percent mechanical loss) to 17.8 percent. A reduc-
tion of 3.9 percent in the overrun of any oreamery is a serious matter and
the factory operations must be conducted well if a creamery continues success-
fully with such a loss in marketing.
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Table 9 - Showing Variation in Tub Weights
Tubs Taken Consecutively
Tub numbers 1-4 5-8 9-13 13-16 17-30 31-34
Total weights 45.5 45.00 44.75 45.00 43.75 43.75
Average tare 11.375 11.35 11.18 11.35 10.63 10.93
Lot tare 484.37 381.35 379.50 381.35 367.00 373 .35
Tubs Selected
Heaviest Lightest Tare
4 tubs 4 tubs average
Tub numbers 3,10,16, 17 14,15,31,33
Total weights 46.50 43.35
Average tare 11.63 10.56 11.10
Lot tare .490.35 364.60 377.5
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Table 10 - Normal Shrinkage Losses of Butter. Balance net Weight in Pounds
Tub Packed Shipping Stored Storage re- Stripped
11 U.1IILI I freight weight ma i .» V| + weight
A 1 60. 00 C A C A59 .50 58.50 59.70 58.90
3 60.00 r* A aA60 . 10 C r\ c n5y . 5 U en on59.30 59.35
3 60 . 00 C A C A59.50 59.50 59.00 59 .3C
4 60.00 f* A A A60 , 00 60.00 59.40 C A T A59.10
c /•A A A60 .00 /•A A A60.00 oy • uu o y • o u 58 .30
aD
C A C A59.5 t A A A59 . 00 Oj.OU o y • l u C A OA59 .(iO
n
f 60.00 59.50 rq r n oo • y u 59.10
oO 60.00 60.00 oy • o u kq onoy *ou 59.30
Total 479.50 477 .50 t/D
.
UU /too on4i 1
6
. yu 473.35
508.50
B 9 59 .50 59 .50 59.50 59.35 f A A A59 • 00
10 60.00 59 .50 59.00 58.40 58.10
11 50.00 B A tr A59.50 C A C A59.50 C A A A59.00 CO £T A58.50
13 60.00 /> A AA60.00 59.50 58.30 58 .30
13 59.50 CT A AA5 9.00 59.00 59.00 58.80
14 59.50 59.50 co c nOo .0 U li A O A 58.10
15 60.00 r* A AA60.00 en n n cn inoy . iu 59 .00
lb 59.50 59.50 co nnoy • UU coOo . oU 58.60
17 60.00 59.50 cn n noy • uu c n onOy . cjU 58.30
Total 538 .00 536.00 c o * j n nJ3 .UU c j o c co&y . o5 536.60
517.00
. -
-
•— ..... .-
C 18 60.00 r* /*\ /\A60.00 59.50 59.40 58 .60
19 60. 00 C A A A59 .00 59.50 59.50 59.50
30 » f\ a A60.00 C A AA59.00 58.50 58.50 59 .00
31 60. 00 tr r\ AA59.00 59.00 58.30 58.70
32 61.5 f% r\ aa60.00 59.50 59.00 59 .00
33 60.75 59.50 59.00 59.10 58.70
34 60.00 59.00 53.50 58.40 58.80
Total 433.35 415.50 413.50 413.10 413.30
444.5
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Table 10 - Cont inued
Tub Packed Shipping Stored Storage re- Stripped
Churn number weight weight weight moval weight weight
D 25 OA "3 C60 • <35 HA QB09 • <i5 co o A08.80 Co o A08.80
cJo 09 »ou CO K A09.0U Pi A OA09 . 3U 09 . 10
37 OA er A60 .50 cr A u: A59.50 C* A A A60.00 c r\ T A09.10 e a yl A09 .40
O A38 O A C A60.50 rr rt O A59 • 00 l; a C A58 .50 58.5 ci o c A58.50
39 O A C A60.5 e A AA59.00 tr a A A09.00 en 1 A09.10 CO OA58.8
30 60.50 59.50 59.50 59.10 58.90
31 61.50 61.00 60.00 60.00 59.50
Total 433.75 416.75 415.75 413.80 413.00
A (t A OO434 .00
E o o.33 c o a a C 1 CA61 . 6U ox. ou C* A C Aol)»0U
~-
OA OA60.30
o o33 63 .01) CI A6 1 . 5 J C T C A61 .50 /•A OA60.8 r» r\ r>A60.70
O A34 61.00 C A K A60.0 /> r\ c o60.00 HA OA59.90 /» o o obO .30
30 c o aa63 . 00 C 1 AA61 .UU C 1 A A61 • 0U /JO CO60.00 O o /* o60.60
o c co t; a6o .00 CI (X AO 1 . U CI A A61 • UU fll A A61.00 60.80
37 61.50 60.50 60.00 59.80 60.30
38 61.00 60.00 60.00 59.80 59.70
Total 433.50 436.50 435.00 433.30 433.40
—.
405 .00
F o a39 /> O A a63.00 61 .50 O 1 ir A 60.30 60,50
40 r? -, o a63 . 00 T AA6 1 . 00 /» l A A61 • 00 60.70 61 .00
A 141 C A K A60.50 o o oA60. 00 rt A C A09.5 *» A 1 AoO. 10 60.30
43 CO c A63 .50 CI A Aol • 00 fll AA61 . 00 £» 1 OA61 . 7 61 .40
A O4,3 CO A A63 • 0U C A K A60.0 CI A A61.00 t? A '"> A60.30 /% 1 o o61 . 00
44 61.00 60.00 60.00 59.80 60.00
45 61.50 60.50 60.00 59.80 60.10
Total 431.50 434.50 434.00 433.60 434.30
463
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ThVi 1 « 10-1 £Xt) it; J. \J w Uii J. xiuts u.
Tub Packed Shipping Stored Storage re- Stripped
Churn number we i ght weight weight moval weight weight
n. 4fi fil 00 fin 50 fiO 30 fin 70
47 fiO 00 5ft 5 58 50 59 3 Sft sn
4ft an ?o 5Q 00 5Q 00 5Q ^0 5Q OO
49 60.50 59.50 60.00 59.40 59.80
50 61.50 60.50 60.50 60.00 59.90
Total 303.70 398.50 398.50 398.30 398.30
u
sx sio X fil 00UX » WVJ fin 00 fin no sq sn
fiO so AO 00 sq s n sq sn
53 fiO 5 fiO 00 fin no SQ SO
S4 60 50 59 5 59 50 59 nn
SS AO 50 fiO 5 fin nn 5Q sn
Sfi 61 50 59 50 SQ 5n sq sn
S7 ^0 75 fin nn sq s n SQ >>S
SR AO 5 5Q no SQ R(l sq nn
59 61.00 60.50 60.00 59.75
60
Total 546.75 539.00 537.50 534.50
S74 7 S
TX fil 60 5 sq 7n sq nn Oo./u
ft2 fiO 00 sq °,n sq nn JO . u
fi9 fin fin 7
n
fil nn sq An
64 fil 50 fil 10 fin s n
fil . 00 fin»40 sq s n
66 63,50 61.90 61.50 60.30
67
Total 366.25 363.10 360.50 355.90
410.35
<
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Table 10 - Continued
Churn
Total
Tub Paoked Shipping Stored Storage re- Strippi
number weight weight weight moval weight weight
67 63.30 63.00 62.00 61,00
68 61.10 60.50 60.00 59.40
6.9 61.10 60.80 60.30 59.50
70 61.10 60.30 60.10 60.30
71 60.10 59.80 59.50 59.50
73 80,40 59.40 59.10 59.30
73 60.80 60.30 60.30 60.00
n/74 60.10 59.80 59.30 59.40
75 59.70 59.30 58.60 58.50
76 60.30 59.70 59.30 58.90
606.90 601.80 598.30 596.10
570.10
The data in Table 10 show the normal shrinkage losses in ten experi-
mental ohurnings. The amount packed in sixty pound tubs is given in the
total for each churning and the arr.ount uirectly below cons t i tutes the total
with the fractional tub amounts which, taken with the two thirty pound check
tubs from each churning, represents the total amount for the churning. The
weight of butter made, stated in the churning record, corresponds to this
total and the losses as they effect the overrun may be obtained by applica-
tion of the percentage losses to the amount given in the churning record
table. Two thirty pound tubs were packed from each churning. They were
marked A-l and A-3, for churning A ; B-l and B-3 for churning B. This
system of identification was continued throughout the ten churning. The
thirty pound tubs, numbered 3, were not placed in storage. Later the analysis
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of the butter from the check tubs and the sixty pound tubs will be consid-
e red.
The packed weight was made at the University creamery. This is the
actual weight of the butter with all minor tare, such as liners, cloth circle
and salt removed. The shipping weight was made when the tubs were removed
from the creamery refrigerator for shipment. Some churnings were held sev-
eral days before shipment while others nere sent to the cold storage the
second day after making. Churning D was held one day and A was in the
creamery refrigerator five days. The butter in A lost two pounds while the
shipment held t.he short period lost seven and one-quarter pounds.
The stored weight was taken at the cold storage rooms of the Monarch
Refrigerating Co. of Chicago and represents the weight of butter as it is
ordinarily taken under market conditions for direct sale, but the weight is
not comparable to the regular market weight since the influence of the
market up -weight is removed.
The storage removal weight la the weight of butter removed from cold
storage. This record was kept cn seven return churnings. The weight of
three lots indicates shrinkage after the butter was taken from storage, one
lot is the sare as the stripped weight at the crea?,ery and the results on
three lots show a slight gain. The shrinkage of 5.2 pounds for the seven
consignments demonstrates the continued tendency for shrinkage after removal
from storage. The last column of the balance weight table is the actual
weight of butter returned to the University creamery after a four month
storage period.
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Table 11 - Shrinkage Losses in Pounds and Percent of Net Packed Weight
» Shipping 1 Stored » Storage removal » Stripped
' Pounds
Churn- 'shrink-
ing 'age
Percent '
shrink- 1
age •
Pounds
shrink
age
Percent
- shrink-
age
' Pounds
• shrink-
• age
Percent
shrink-
age
» Pounds
' shrink-
• age
Percent
shrink-
age
A '3.00 0.43 » 4.50 0.94 t k en' O .dU I • X f • 7.15 1.49
S »3.00 0.37 • 6.00 1.13 1 Q OR1 o .oO 1 R RJL .00 • 11.40 3.13
C '6.75 1.60 » 9.00 3.13 i l n i r • 9.95 3.36
D '7.35 1.71 • 8.35 1.95 O A 1 .•11.00 3.59
E '6. on 1.38 » 7.50 1.73 t l n on O OR • 10.10 3.33
F *7.00 1.63 ' 7.50 1.73 • o on• a .yu nc » 7.30 1.69
G ' 5.30 1.71 5.30 1.71 ' 0.0U 1 Q
1
1 .O X • 5.50 1.81
H '7.75 1.41 9.35 1.69 » 13.35 3.34
I '3.15 0.86 5.75 1.57 • 10.35 3.83
J '5.10 0.84 ' 8.70 1.43 » 10.80 1.77
i
Total ' 53.30
Ave. ' 1.14
71.65
1.57
1 58.90
1.94
» 95.80
3.10
—
i
Corrected
shrink-i ge
loss 46.30 1.01 » 65.65 1.44 ;
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The shrinkage losses are summarized in Table 11, the losses are express-
ed in pounds and in percent of the packed weight for each churning. This
table shows that shrinkage in the weight of the butter as packed at the
University creamery until again weighed on shipment, varies from .37 to 1.71
percent. It is interesting to note that churning B, which at this time de-
creased the least revealed a high final shrinkage. The variation in shrii k-
age by this comparison is large. This shrinkage in a majority of cases ex-
oeeds 1.3 percent with a corrected average of 1.14 percent of 4551.35 pounds
of butter packed in the ten lots.
Many times the creamery operator weighs the butter at packing only and
the error of such a method is demonstrated in the above results. The market
shipments may not be made more frequently than onoe a we^k. The shrinkage
occurring from packing at the churn until the butter is shipped becomes,
therefore, a loss to the consignor and if there were no other factors of
loss he should not expect packed weight at the market.
The column of losses from packing to storing furnishes results compara-
ble with those occurring when the butter is placed directly on the market.
The weights from which these differences were obtained were balance weights
at the storage rooms, similar to all others used in compiling this table.
The shrinkage corresponds to any consignment loss from packing until it is
weighed at the market, varying in amount from .93 percent in churning A to
3.13 percent of packed weight in churning C. The corrected shrinkage is
1.44 percent of the butter packed in ten churnings. The same loss is de-
monstrated in the market shipment recorded in Table 8. In that consignment
the butter was sold at the wholesale market with a shrinkage from packing
of 1 .54 percent
.
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The shipping loss, shown by the difference between the shipping weights
and storage weights, is .43 percent. This shrinkage is variable, dependant
upon the facilities for shipment and length of time the butter is held before
it is weighed at the market. The initial shrinkage constitutes 73.6 per-
cent of the entire amount to the market. The consignor should realize the
importance of this faot. With such a large percent loss at the creamery
after packing, the operator may remove this from the difference in weights
taken, by weighing the consignment at shipping. An error is introduced
in the method of calculating the losses just desoribed. The tare on the
shipped weight and stored weight was taken as constant. It was impossible
to strip eaoh tub to detect ohange in tare. However, experiments were con-
ducted which gave evidence that the tubs usually lose in weight. From this
fact, it is apparent that the. shrinkage of both shipped weight and stored
weight from packed weight was excessive. Table 8 presents evidence that the
tubs, as tare, shrink .08 pounds per tub, such a loss is applicable to the tubs
of this experiment. This correction reduoes the shrinkage six pounds and
makes the loss 1.01 percent at shipping and 1.44 percent at the storage
room or market.
The shrinkage from paoking the butter until it was removed from cold
storage four months later is given in this table, in column designated,
"storage removal." These data were secured on seven churnings. The low-
est percentage loss was on churning A, 1.16 percent ; while the highest was
on churnings C and D, 3.40 percent, with an average shrinkage on the 3031.45
pounds of butter stored from the seven churnings of 1.94 peroent.
The actual or stripped weight was made in the University creamery, when
the butter was returned from cold storage. These data show the entire
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shrinkage loss from packing until returned to the creamery. The percentage
churning variation of loss is from 1.49 percent in churning A,to 3.83 per-
cent in churning I, with an average loss on the 4551.35 pounds packed of 2.1
percent. The only churning that shows small shrinkage at the different
periods is A. Churning C and F weighed less out of storage than when re-
turned to the creamery, but since the stripped weight shrinkage was accurately
determined throughout, there must be a discrepancy in weighing.
The percentage results of shrinkage as stated may be expressed in pounds
per tub. The average amount packed in each of the 75 tubs was 60.68 pounds
and the shrinkage from packing until the butter was shipped from the creamery
was .61 pounds. The next comparison, from packing until time of storing,
gives a shrinkage of .87 pounds. The portion of this loss which occurred
during shipment to the cold storage rooms is the differenoe, amounting to .36
pounds. This is a small shrinkage for the period, but the shipments were
always weighed at the storage rooms less than twelve hours after the butter
was sent from the creamery refrigerator.
At the removal of the butter from cold storage, the amount of shrinkage
on 50 tubs was 1.18 pounds per tub, while the total shrinkage representing
the loss from packing through a four months storage period was 1.27 pounds
per tub. It must be understood that the above results are averages of the
shrinkage losses and the individual losses may be seen by a study of the
balance weight table.
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Table 13 - Comparing the Stored or Marl:et Up-wei£ht with Balance Weights
Stored Stored Storage re- Stripped
Tub balance net moval balance balanoe
Churn number Net weight up—weight Net weight Net ^7eir*ht
A 1 58 .50 58 .00 59.70 58.90
o
a 59.50 59.00 59.30 59.35
3 59.50 58.50 59.00 59.30
4TP 60.00 59.00 59.40 59.10
59.00 59.10 59.30 58.30
au "id*J %J . o w 59 10 n9»ii0
7 59.50 59.00 58.90 59.10
o ;39 .00 59.30 59.30
475 .00 471 .00 473.90
1 1
* * * —
473.35
B 9
" "
"
"
59.50
'
n
•
*
"' * * "—
59 . 00 59.35
—
—
*~~ .
«
59.00
10 59.00 58.50 58 .40 58.10
J. X 59.50 59.00 59.00 58.5
13 59.50 59.00 58.30 58.30
13 59.00 59.00 59.00 53.80
14 58.50 58.00 58.80 58.10
15 59 .00 59 . 00 59.10 59 . 00
16 59.00 59.00 58.60 58.60
17 59.00 58.50 59.30 58 .30
Total 533.00 539.00 539.65 5 36 . 6
C 18 59.50 5 9.00 59.40
'
' —
—•—
58.60
19 59.50 58,50 59.50 59.50
30 58.50 58.00 58.50 59.00
31 59.00 58.00 58.30 58.70
33 59.50 59.00 59.00 59.00
33 59.00 58.50 59.10 58.70
34 58.50 58 .00 58 .40 5ft ftO
Total 413.50 409.00 413.10 413.30
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Table 16 - Continued
Stored Stored Storage re- Stripped
Tub balance net moval balance balance
Churn number Net weight up-freight Net weight Net weight
D 35 5 9.35 58.35 58.80 58.80
36 59.50 59.00 59.00 59.10
37 60.00 59.50 59.10 59.40
38 58.50 58.00 58.50 58.50
39 59.00 59.00 59.10 58.80
30 59.50 59.00 59.10 58.90
31 60.00 59.50 60.00 59.50
Total 415.75 413.35 413.80 413.00
In Table 13, containing data from churnings A, B, C and D, are presented
weight comparisons. The up-weight of churning A is less than the other total
weights, even after storage had reduced the balance weights. The storage
up-weight is .84 percent less than the storage balance weight. The results
of churning B show the stripped balance net weight as the minimum weight.
Churnings C and D give results comparable with A and the lowest weight is the
storage up-weight. Churning C gave a high up-weight loss of 1.08 percent,
while D lost .84 percent. The packed weight of these churnings , -the basis
for figuring these losses, is taken as balance weight and maybe found in
Table 10.
According to the average of the four ohurnings the weight of butter
when removed from storage exceeds the market up-weight three pounds. This
indicates that the buyer employing the up-weight method suffers little or
no storage loss.
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Table 13 - Balanoe and Up-weights. Determination of the Up-weight Loss. Pounds
Balance Shipping Stored Storage Balanoe
weight up- up- removal stripped
Tub packed. weight. weight. up-weight weight.
Churn number Net Net Net Net Net
E 32 62.00 61.00 61.00 60.00 60.30
33 62.00 61.00 61.00 60.30 60.70
34 61.50 60.00 60.00 59.40 60.30
35 62.00 60.50 60.50 60.00 60.60
36 62.50 60.50 60.50 60.00 60.80
37 61.50 59.50 59.50 59.80 60.30
38 61.00 59.50 59.50 59.30 59.70
Total 433.50 432.00 422.00 418.80 422.40
F 39 P2.00 61.00 61.00 59.80 60.50
40 62.00 60.00 60.00 60.20 61.00
41 60.50 59.00 59.00 60.10 60.30
42 63.50 60.00 61.00 61.20 61.40
43 62.00 59.50 60.50 59.70 61.00
44 61.00 59.50 59.50 58.80 60.00
45 61.50 59.50 59.50 59.30 60.10
Total 431.50 418.50 430.50 419.10 424.20
G 46 61.50 60.50 60.50 60.20 60.70
47 60.00 58.00 »8.00 58.80 58.80
48 60.30 58.00 59.00 58.30 59.00
49 60.50 58.50 59.50 58.40 59.80
50 61.50 59.50 60.50 59.50 59.90
Total 303.70 394.50 397.50 395.20 398.30
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lable 13 - Continued
jjd X till L-
o
onipp ixiFi storage Balance
up- up- removal stripped
Tub packed. weight. weight
.
up-weight
.
weight.
niiurn number Net Net Net Net Net
H rr l51 61 • 00 CT A AA59.00 /? A AA60.00 rr A A A59.00 tr A c A59.50
53 60.50 59.00 rr f~\ A A59 . 00 58 .50 C A IT A59.50
53 60.50 tr A rr A59.50 rr r~\ tz r\59.50 ET A C A59.50 59.50
r~ A54 60.50 58 .50 c n c a59.50 tr A rr A59.50 59 . 00
55 60.50 60. 00 60.00 /•A CT A60.50 59 .50
56 61.50 58.50 cr A C A59.50 /* A A A60. 00 tr A C A59.50
57 d0.75 CO A A59 . 00 r- A A A59.00 rr A tr A59.50 l; A i c59 . 35
58 60.50 58.00 59.00 59.00 59.00
59 61.00 59.50 59.50 60.50 59.75
Total 546.75 531.00 535 .00 536.00 534.50
I 61 60.50 C A /I A59.40 58 .50 rr r\ / rv58 .40 58 .70
62 60.00 cr A A A59 . 00 59 .00 58 .50 58.60
63 60.75 r* a C A60.50 f* A CT A60.50 C A t\ A59.20 59.40
64 61 .50 60.80 /* A O A60.00 9.40 59.70
65 61.00 60.10 59.50 59.50 59.30
66 62.50 61.70 61.00 60.40 60.30
Total 366.35 361.50 358.50 355.40 355.90
J 67 63.30 61.70 61.50 61 . 00 61 .50
68 61 . J U 60.30 59.50 tr A /* A59. 60 59 .40
69 ol . 10 /* A C A60.50 tr A O A59.80 60. 00 59.50
70 61 .10 oQ.OO C A /» A59.60 50.00 60.30
71 60.10 59 .40 59.00 59.50 59 .50
7 3 /* A A A60,40 G A 1 A 58 .60 rr c\ o a59 .30 59 .20
73 A A A60.80 A A "1 AoO»lU C A rj a59.70 /•A «"» A60.30 60.00
74 f5 A T A60 . J tr A C A59 ,50 58.70 60 .40 59 .40
75 59.70 58.90 58.10 58.50 58.J50
76 60.30 59.40 58.70 58.90 58.90
Total 606.90 598.90 593.30 597.40 596.10
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Table 15 - Influence of the Up-weight Factor Upon Shrinkage
ti
„
Shipping
Churning » Pounds Peroent
it
„
Storing
J| Pounds _ Peroent
E
F
G
H
I
J
tt
11 10.50
ti
ir 13.00
ir
i/ 9.30
ii
ii 15.75
ii
" 4.75
ii
ii 8.00
ii
3.40
3.01
3.03
3.88
1.39
1.31
Total i' 61.30
Percent loss" 3.37
ii
Up-weight 'I
and ii
shrinkage » 61.30 3.37
ii
ii
Shrinkage " 1.37
ii
w
Up-weight "
loss i< 1.00
ti
ii
ii
>' 10.50
ii
« 11.00
II
'i 6.30
ti
« 11.75
ii
ii 7.75
ii
ii 13.70
ii
ii
'I 60.90
n 3.35
ii
ii
ii
»• 60.90
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
3.43
3.54
3.04
3.14
3.11
3.35
3.36
1.57
0.69
ii
„
Storage Removal
" Pounds Percent
ii
" 13.70
13.40
8.50
» 10.75
ii
» 10.85
9.50
ii
ii
w
ii
» 65.70
» 3.44
ii
ii
ti
ii
ii
ii
ti
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
3.16
3.87
3.79
1.96
3.96
1.56
3.44
1 .94
0.50
Table 15 is compiled from the up-weights taken at the time of shipping,
storing and removal from cold storage in Table 13. This table demonstrates
the increased loss due to the market up-weight method of weighing and the
loss in excess of shrinkage at the end of Table 11. The losses are cumu-
lative and the up-freight loss is combined with the shrinkage in general
market transactions.
The up-weight data were taken on six ohurnings. The dual loss at ship-
ping was 3.37 percent, and, with the natural shrinkage given in Table 13 re-
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moved, the consequent up-weight loss was 1.00 percent. However, since the
scales were not as sensitive as those used on the market, the amount is ex-
cessive. This irregularity is shown by data taken with two scales at the
creamery on ohurnings I and J. The loss bears direct relation to the
sensitive accuracy of the scales. The market soales vary and although not
as sensitive as those used for the greater part of the experimental work,
inaccuracy is not a fault of the market scales. Many of the commission
firms purchase new soales every season and all those used are tested by the
city sealer
»
At storage the combined shrinkage and up-weight loss is 2.26 percent of
the butter packed. The natural shrinkage for this period was 1.57 percent,
giving a loss, due to the up-weight factor, of .69 percent. This loss in
weight i3 representative of the usual amount sustained by the creamery on a
market shipment. In terms of the average net tub weight packed it is .42
pounds per tub, and is the reduction required to conform the balance to an
up-weight.
At removal from storage the combined loss was 2.44 percent and the
shrinkage for that period was 1.94 percent. The up-wei-'ht loss was .50 per-
oent. All the results for determination of the amount required to make up-
weight vary and the result obtained on the six ohurnings at storing, should
be recognized since they were made under the conditions similar to those of
any regular market shipment.
Chart Number 1 is a graphic presentation of the data of Table 15. The
division of the loss between actual shrinkage and up-vreight reduction is
apparent from these curves.
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Chart 1
u. or i s. s. ro«M 3

4-9
Table 16 - Comparing Up-wcight Losses on Different Scales
Tub
number
Totals
Up-
weight
loss
Soales No. 1
Balanoe Up-weight
Scales No. 2
Balance Up -weight
Soales No. 3
Balance Up-weight
61 ii 70.50 70.00 it 71 .20 70.90 ii 70.50 70.00
63 it 70.25 69.50 » 70.30 70.00 it 70.00 70.00
ii 71 .00 70.50 it 71.20 71 .00 it 71 .50 71 .00
64 ir 71.00 70.50 it 71.10 70.80 ii 70.50 70.00
65 ir 71.50 71.00 it 71.90 71.60 it 71.00 71.00
66 if 71.5+ 71.00 ii 71 .90 71.70 it 71.50 71.00
67 it 73.50 72.00 it 72.50 72.20 ii 73.50 72.00
68 if 71.50 71.00 w 7l;.00 71.80 ii 71.50 71.00
69 ff 71.50 71.00 it 7a. 00 71.70 it 71.50 71.00
70 if 71.50 71.00 it 71.70 71.40 ii 71.50 71.00
71. it 71.00 70.00 if 70.80 70.40 it 70.50 70.00
72 ii 71.00 70.00 ti 70.80 70.50 ii 70.50 70.00
73 if 71.50 71.00 it 71.60 71.40 it 71,50 71.00
74 ir 71.50 70.00 ii 73.10 71.80 if 71.50 71.00
75 it 70.00 69.50 it 70.10 69.80 if 69,50 69.00
76 if 69.50 G9.00 it 70.00 69.70 it 69.50 69.00
1-1 » 38.50 38.00 it 38.80 38.60 ii 38.00 38.00
J-l ii 38.00 37.50 it 38.20 38.00 it 38.50 38.00
If
It
"if
It
» 1213.75
-i t -
1302.50
it
it
it
it
» 1318.30
~
H
1213.30 ltfll.50 1304.00
. 92% .40^
Loss
per
tub ,65# ,28#
,62 l/0
.44#
The data in Table 16 represent the weights of the same shipment made on
three scales. The balance weight and up-weight is given and the difference
is determined in percentage of gross weight for each scale respectively. Com-
parisons of scales number 1 and 2 were made at the same time and the weights
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by scales number 3
f
we re made at the rooms of the Monarch Refrigerating Com-
pany in Chicago, the day following. It is interesting to compare the bal-
ance weights made with scales 1 and 2. The tub weights are consistently
lighter on number 1.
Number 1, compared with 3, shows that the apparent loss is small when the
inaccurate scales are used» The lionarch scales 3, were sensitive and the
balanoe weight was not reduced more than one-half pound per tub to make the
up-weight. In all the weights taken, for determining up-weight loss, at
the storage rooms, a half pound reduction on the beam made the low balance a
strong up-weight. In some instances the slightest increase of up-weight
produced a down-weight, consequently, the two are practically identioal.
The percentage of the shipment required to satisfy the market require-
ments for an up-weight varies with the scales. In the first comparison
the up-weight is made by a reduction of .93 percent of the gross balanoe
weight 71,07 pounds packed per tub. The second comparison has the up-weight
reduction of .40 percent or. 28 pounds per tub gross. Thethird group of weights,
which are comparable to market results, give an intermediate percentage loss.
The decrease is .63 percent and the amount is .44 pounds per tub. Tubs
1-1 and J-l, recorded, are the 30 pound check tubs from the two churnings
and the average gross weight for the large tubs was figured exclusive of
these tubs.
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The method of making is given in Table 17. The butter was oomparable
to that made in the summer season. The operations were such that the over-
run was high and the methods are representative of those used in the hot
months whan Mgh moisture is at times a fault of the butter made. Suoh but-
ter yields the greatest amount for shipment, but it may not be the best
quality for storing. The analyses in Table 19 did not prove that a high
percentage loss during storage bore relation to the high moisture oontent
contained at the tine of making.
The weights of the tubs used in the storage experiment are given in
Table 18. It was possible to make many of the tubs even weights at pack-
ing by selecting the tub oovers. The tub weights, as tare combined , show
a loss and the tubs weighed 13 pounds more when packed than when reweighed
at the University creamery after storage. The tubs of F and J underwent
the largest loss of .37 pounds per tub. Twelve tubs weighed the same at
packing and after storage. The tubs of I gained an average of .35 pounds
per tub and the tubs of B remained almost constant in average weight.
The length of time the tubs were soaked in preparation for packing is
shown at the right of the table. The tubs soaked an excessive amount did
not show more shrinkage than the ones filled with water for eighteen hours.

Table 18 - Weights of Tubs Before and After Storage
54
.
Weights weights Loss Gain Length
of tubs of tubs in in of time
Tub when after weight weight tubs 7/e re
Churn number packed storage of tubs of tabs soaked
( hours }
A 1 13.00 11.30 0.70 14
3 13.00 11.70 0.30 14
3 11.50 11.50 14
4 13.00 13.10 — o.i n 14
5 11.00 10.80 0.30 14
6 11.50 11.40 0.10 _ _ 14
7 13.00 13.10 — 0.10 14
8 16.00 11.70 0.30 14
Average
,—
,
11.75 11.57 0.18 — *•
B 9 13.00 11.75 0.35 6
10 11.50 11.60 0.10 6
11 11.00 11.50 — 0.50 6
13 11.00 11.70 0.70 6
13 13.00 13.00 m _ _ _ 6
14 11.00 10.70 0.30 6
15 11.00 10.90 0.10 __ 6
16 11.00 11.40 m m 0.40 6
17 it en11 .OU 10.80 0.70 5
Average 11.33 1 1 on11,6/ 0.04
c 18 11.00 1 A ff n1 u . O u a ao 17
19 11.50 11.00 0.50 17
30 13.00 13.00 17
31 13.00 13.30 0.30 17
33 13.00 13.00 m - 17
33 11.50 11.40 0.10 -- 17
dtle lo . UU 11.60 0.40 17
Average 11.71 11.55 0.16
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Table 18 - Continued
Weights Weights Loss Gain
_
Length
of tubs of tubs in in of time
Tub when after we ight weight tubs were
Churn number packed storage of tubs of tubs soaked
,
( hours
)
D 35 11.70 11.70 — 33
36 13.00 li onXX . U n or\ — 33
37 13.50 13.40 0.10 — 33
38 13.00 i p nnXo . UU — 33
39 13.00 1 1 AD n «nu . o u -- 33
30 13.00 11 QO n in —
—
33
31 12.50 l ?. no n sn 33
Average 13.10 11 QQxx .00 n 99U . dd —
E 33 13.00 13.00 — 40
33 13.00 11 n ft11* (U ft Oft0.30 — 40
34 13.00 11.60 0.40 — 40
35 13.50 1 9 nn n e; nu.ou 40
36 13.50 1 P nnxtj
. UU n k nU.DU — 40
37 13.50 IP P nx<5 «<ou n onU . <3 U ~ 40
38 13.50 11 70. (U n onu.ou 40
Average
,
13.38 11 BOXX. OO n An —
F 39 13.00 13.30 0.30 45
40 13.00 11.80 0.30 — 45
41 13.00 11.90 — 1.10 45
43 13.00 10.80 1.30 — 45
43 13.50 13.30 0.30 — 45
44 11.50 11.30 0.30 8
45 11.50 11 70 0.30 «
Average 13. 07 11.70 0.37
46 11.50 11 .80 0.30 8
47 13.00 11.30 0.80 8
48 13.00 11 .70 0.30 — 18
49 11.50 11.60 0.10 18
50 11 .50 11.50 18
Average 11.70 11.56 0.14 —
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Table 18 - Continued
Weight
a
Weights Loss Gain Length
of tubs of tubs in in of time
Tub when after weight weight tubs T^ere
Churn number packed storage of tubs of tubs soaked
( hours
)
H 51 11.00 11.00 — — 18
52 11.00 11.50 0.50 18
53 11.50 11.50 — 18
54 11.50 11.00 . 5 — 18
55 11.00 10.00 1.00 — 18
56 10.50 10.00 0.50 — 18
57 11.00 10.50 0.50 — 18
58 11.00 11.00 — — 18
59 11.50 10.50 1.00 -- 18
60
Average
_
11.11 10.77 0.34 — 18
I 61 11.50 11.60 0.10 18
63 11.00 11.00 — — 18
63 10.50 11.30 0.30 — 18
64 10.00 10.60 — 0.60 18
65 11.50 11.50 — 18
66 10.00 10.60 — 0.60 18
Average 10.75 11.10 — 0.35
J 67 10.50 11.00 0.50 18
68 11.50 11.40 0.10 — 18
69 11.30 11.00 0.30 — 18
70 11.40 11.00 0.40 — 18
71 11.00 10.50 0.50 — 18
73 11.40 10.70 0.70 — 18
73 11.30 10.80 0.50 — 18
74 la. 30 11.10 1.30 — 18
75 10.90 10.50 0.40 —
—
18
76 10.30 10.10 0.30 la
Average 11.18 10.81 0.37 —
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The butter made in each of the ten experimental churn ings was sampled
four times before it was sent to the market. A sample was taken from the
churn, one from three of the sixty pound tubs, one from the thirty pound
tub,and it was also melted for a oorreot sample. The sixty pound tubs and
the remaining thirty pound check tub for eaoh churning were placed in cold
storage at from 6 to 10 degrees below zero. After a storage period of four
months the tubs were returned to the creamery and again sampled for analysis.
Three samples were taken in the same manner as before.
A study of these analyses give some significant facts concerning the
ohange in composition during storage. The moisture content is always
lower after storage and considering the analyses of the sixty pounds tubs
before and after storage, the latter los +. 8.1 percent of the original a-
mount of moisture. The loss of moisture varied from 6.17 to 10.45 percent
of the original amount. The average moisture content of all the butter by
analysis of the packed tub sample was 15.45 percent and this considered
with the storage loss of 8.1 percent of the moisture accounts for a natural
shrinkage loss of .76 pounds per tub in storage. There is also a loss
in the amount of salt which by the results of the ohemioal analyses show
a loss of .33 pounds per tub. The losses are concordant with the shrink-
age loss as determined by the difference in weights taken before and after
storage of the butter.
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Table 30 - Shrinkage of Over -worked Butter
Tub Tubs Tubs soaked 3 days after 3 days after 4 days after
number dry 7 hours packing packing packing
1 9.10 10.90 10.70 10.50
3 10.10 13.00 11.70 11.60
3 9.50 11.40 11.30 10.90
4 9.70 11.60 11.30 11 .30
5 10.10 11 .70 11.50 11.30
6 9.40 11 .60 11.10 10.90
7 9.30 11.10 10.80 10.60
Total 67.30 80.30 78.30 44.00 33.00
Average 9.60 11.47 11.18 I i r\r\II .00 11 . 00
Tub Net 3 days after 3 days after 4 days after
number packed packing packing packing
1 61.00 80.90 60.90
3 60.70 60.60 60.40
3 60.60 60.50 60.50
4 60.40 60.40 60.10
5 61.40 61.30 61.10
6 61.30 61.10 61 .10
7 59.70 59.60 59 .60
Total 435.00 434.30 341.60 183.10
Ave rage 60.71 60.61 60.40 60.70
Tub Gross at Gross 3 hours Gross 3 days Gross 3 days Gross 4 days
number packing after paoking after packing after packing after packing
1 73.10 71.80 71 .70 71.60
3 73.90 73.60 73.50 73.30
3 73.00 71.90 71.80 71.60
4 73.30 71.80 71.80 71.60
5 73.30 73.90 73.80 73.50
6 73.00 73.60 73.40 73.3
7 71.00 70.70 70.60 70.40
506.60 504.30 5 03.60 486.40 315.7
Average 73.37 73.04 71.94 71.60 71.90
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The following tables are compiled from data secured on over-worked but-
ter which retains its moisture more persistently than does butter which is
worked the normal amount. This butter, in all 435 pounds, was over-worked
40 revolutions of the Viotor churn; that is, it was worked that much in ex-
cess of the required amount. The butter shows a low shrinkage, - an amount
of 1.3 pounds, or .308 peroent in three and four days after making and packing.
The weights were taken without cloth circles in each case and these were replac-
ed after the weighing. Four of the tubs were removed and stripped finally
within 73 hours after packing and the remaining tubs were removed from the
refrigerator within 96 hours after packing. The average loss on the tubs
was .47 pounds, or 73 percent of the entire loss, and the average loss on the
butter contained, was .18 pounds. The loss on the gross weight, which was
made with cloth circles, was .65 pounds per tub and checks with the sum of
the separate losses. A study of the tubs held 73 hours, oompared with the
ones kept 96 hours, reveals the following facts. The dry tubs 3, 3, 6 and
7 retained an average of 1.95 pounds of water each in soaking, and lost in
73 hours .53 pounds per tub, while the butter shrinkage for the same tubs
was .15 pounds per tub. The dry tubs 1, 4 and 5 retained 1.76 pounds each
in soaking and the tubs lost only .40 pounds each in 96 hours, while the but-
ter lost .33 pounds per tub.
The shrinkage in tub weight is almost the same percentage of the water
absorbed in each case and the total amount lost was a trifle greater for the
tubs stored 73 hours. The data bear no direct relation to normal shrink-
age exoept that should the butter shipped be over-worked the tubs lose an ab-
normal amount.
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Summary
April oat ion of the losses defined in this study can not be made in their
entirety to any one transaction. The losses that effect the creamery sales
are actual shrinkage in the creamery and in transport, the up-weight taken
at the market and disregard of fractional pounds. The determination of tare
amount nay apply as a gain or loss since the present method can not but vary
in the results given. On the market the gross up-weight is taken in up-
welght of full pounds previous to the taring of the tubs and the losses of
natural shrinkage, fractional pounds and up-weight may be considered without
the taring factor.
The actual creamery shrinkage loss is 1.01 percent of the net packed
weight and equivalent to .61 pounds per tub. The loss in transportation
is .43 percent or .^6 pounds per tub. The airount required to make the
up-wfcight varies from .50 to 1.00 peroent, with the results at the market
giving a loss of .70 percent or .43 pounds per tub. The fractional pound
loss from the market records collected varies from .38 to .73 percent
of the gross shipments. The loss occurring on the market shipment from the
University creamery was .83 peroent of packed net weight and as suoh it
equals .53 pounds loss. The combined losses are 1.83 pounds, but since
the fractional pound loss is dependent, to some extent, upon the effect of
the shrinkage and up-weight in their reduction of the gross weight it makes
such a total an arbitrary amount. Excluding this loss the shrinkage and
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and up-weight losses reduce the balance packed net weight 1.39 pounds per
tub. The shrinkage and up-weight loss as determined cn the market ship-
ment of Table 7, was 1.55 percent and .96 pounds per tub; this, with the
up-weight loss of .53 pounds gives, the total loss of 1.49 pounds per
tub.
The creamery overrun is materially reduced by the losses described.
In the experiment of ten ohurnings the average creamery overrun was 34 per-
cent on 4316.3 pounds of fat, giving 5330.1 pounds of butter. The actual
shrinkage and up-weight losses reduce the overrun to 31.3 percent. This
amount decreased by the representative fractional pound loss of Table 4
gives a final overrun of 30.6 peroent. Such a reduction in overrun occur-
ring to a factory is a serious loss. A study of paoking methods and mar-
ket method transition for a reduction of this loss would be invaluable. The
fractional pound loss is the most unjust of any sustained by the consignor
and has been shown to be a most important weight reducing factor.
A knowledge of the market losses enables the creamery expert to in-
struct the consignor that he may understand his market transactions. The
losses as separated make it possible to apply them to the various creamery
methods of weighing, for instance, the consignor who makes an up-weight
should not reduce the consignment by the percentage of up-weight loss, but
should apply the other market losses.
Considering the market commission dealer and his position, he is not
compelled to suffer a uniform loss. With the market system as it is, he
purchases any amount by a consistent market method, very generally applicable
to the sale of the product. The marginal weight in his favor should not be
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sufficient to cause the creamery operator an abnormal loss.
The storage buyer who purchases the amount of market full up-weight
removes from storage a reduced up-weight, but the balance weight removed ex-
ceeds the full up-weight at storage. The storage buyer in reality secures
a weight less than the full up-weight because of fractional pound elimina-
tion and in comparison there is very little loss in the weight of the pro-
duct during storage. The loss sustained by the storage merchant depends
largely upon his methods of disposing of the butter. The above comolusion
is proved as follows : - the actual shrinkage from the totals of Table 10
is .37 percent through storage and .55 percent as returned to the University
creamery. The fractional pounds obtained by the buyer are in excess of
either loss and insure the storing merohant against loss.



